What is more important in text: the topical content, or the manner in which topical content is presented? While statistically-generated key words tell us about a text's content, the inter-relation between these words and the message of the text can be difficult to ascertain. One method of doing so is to observe the inter-relation of key words with evaluative language: in this case, metaphor.
Introduction
The function of a key is to open locks; and locks are used to ensure the safekeeping of those things we consider valuable, precious, or important. The identification of key words in a text provides the reader with the opportunity to gain direct, unfettered access to its content, circumventing the need to pick the lock (by reading the full text in detail, then analysing its contents) or peer through the keyhole (by making generalisations based on its most striking features). The identification of key words in a specialised corpus reveals textual information on a larger scale, highlighting the matters which the overall discourse is concerned
with. Yet while key words tell us what is important, they do not tell us why.
It is not necessary for a word to appear at the top of the word-frequency list for it to qualify as key, just as not all high-frequency vocabulary necessarily has keyword status (see Appendix 1). However, it must recur: a discourse cannot hinge upon hapax legomena. For this reason, the calculation of key words is dependent on frequency measures and repetition, yet these matters are not entirely unproblematic. In particular, a language with very few inflected forms has more recurrent forms than a fully inflected one, which in turn has fewer forms i86 Gill Philip than agglutinative or infixing languages. While each word form attracts its own distinctive patterning, the dispersion of closely-related meanings over variant forms of a lemma may affect frequency measures and statistical calculations1. A further matter, and one which is the central concern of this paper, is that there are some kinds of repetition which do not involve replication or reiteration of the same word forms. This is true of semantic relations in particular, and though semantic annotation tools can aid the recognition of related senses (Rayson 2005) , they are limited both in terms of availability for languages other than English, and in the types of relation that they can uncover2. The grouping of semantically-related words into lexical sets implies recurrence, but not of a sort which can be measured in a straightforward way. Lexical sets can form around a key word, thus acquiring the a status of key-by-association, and these add richness to the lexis regarding a text or discourse topic. Many other lexical sets may also occur, but their presence is less easily noticed. These sets lurk in low-frequency vocabulary; they do not seem to be relevant to the aboutness of the discourse, indeed they may seem out of place. These are the groupings that suggest metaphorical activity.
At first glance, the relevance of metaphor to notions of keyness might appear minimal, as keyness is concerned with subject matter, and, as a general rule, metaphors are not informative nor are they central to the transmission of content3.
What metaphors are used for, however, is the expression of "affect and attitude along with ideational content" (Cameron & Deignan 2006:676) , meaning that metaphors play an important evaluative role in a text or discourse. This is as true of metaphors which are deliberately used for their rhetorical function as it is for language which is less actively metaphorical and not used with deliberate rhetorical intent -conventional and delexical expressions. Both these types of metaphor interact with high-frequency lexis and key words, and they do so in different, 1. In this study, the language of the data is Italian; thus nouns, verbs, and adjectives are inflected. There are also variant forms for articles and determiners, and fused forms for certain pronominal constructions and for article + preposition.
2.
If the lexis is related taxonomically, semantic annotation poses few problems; however conventional notions of semantic relatedness are less effective in the treatment of metaphor and other figurative language, where relations tend to be based on attributes and characteristics (Glucksberg &Keysar 1993) .
3. Exceptions to this rule include dead metaphors and metaphorically-motivated terminology whose meaning is considered "basic" (or "literal") in the language as a whole, or in a given discourse; and explicative metaphors and analogies whose function is to shed light on new information by comparison with something more familiar. but complementary ways; however it is the latter that form the main focus of this
Metaphor and textual meaning The readers attention is rarely drawn to them and yet, at an almost subliminal level, they contribute to the meaning of the high-frequency lexis and key words.
If a better understanding of the whys of key words is sought, the analysis of recur-"I -JT' rent metaphors can be fruitful. This paper discusses the location of metaphors in a corpus of specialised language, and the identification of "metaphor themes" j> (Black 1993 ; see 2.1) which run through the discourse. The more pervasive of these -the key metaphors -are then studied to determine their evaluative power 1 over the statistically-generated key words in the same data set. ^b.
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The study of metaphor assumes the knowledge of some core terminology. This paper looks at single instances of metaphors -linguistic metaphors (after Steen -. 1994) in the corpus data, and groupings of these linguistic metaphors into se-~TJ mantically related areas, known in the cognitive linguistics literature as conceptual 5 metaphors (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) ; in this paper I adopt the theory-neutral term -5--metaphor theme (after Black 1993) . ?
In all metaphors, one entity, idea, or action is described, defined or explained ^ through another. The relationship between these parts is described for linguistic metaphors in terms of vehicle, target, and ground (after Richards 1936) , while for ^ metaphor themes it is described in terms of source and target domains (after Lakoff _ J & Johnson 1980) . The lexical items (in the case of linguistic metaphors) or se-* mantic domains (for metaphor themes) must be distinct, and metaphoricity is ereated because of the incongruity of their use together. In the linguistic metaphor, il mondo e [...] Figure lb through the lexical items agguerrita (ready for war, fierce) conquista (conquer), vincenti (winning) and battaglia (battle).
Metaphors in text
While literary metaphors are highly visible in text because of their novelty, the same cannot be said of non-literary metaphors. Most metaphors are in fact naturalised lexical items, forming part of the conventional vocabulary and phraseology of the language, and their metaphorical nature tends to pass unnoticed, both in production and in reception. In common with all lexical items, conventional metaphors attract distinct collocational patternings which delineate their meanings (Deignan 1999) , and the extended unit of meaning (Sinclair 1996 ) of a metaphor is no different to any other in that it has semantic preferences and, crucially, semantic prosodies (Philip in press a). These are often invisible but, following a pragmatic approach to metaphor (after Charteris-Black 2004) , this invisibility appears to be central to the rhetorical and persuasive use of metaphor in non-literary texts. While Louw (2000) is justified in arguing that the use of conventional metaphor is not indicative of active metaphorical conceptualising, the fact remains that conventional, delexical forms transmit evaluative meaning, irrespective of whether they are consciously produced (or understood) as figures of speech. The repeated use of particular metaphors or metaphor themes, especially when these are used with reference to a limited range of subjects, conveys a sense of the underlying attitudes regarding the subject in hand. While the metaphors are indeed virtually invisible, their presence can be perceived subliminahy 5. In a comparable account of metaphor, 'above the actual metaphor as a speech act, in our linguistic competence there is an image field as a visual structure." (Weinrich 1967:283; this translation cited in Jakel 1999:18) . In this account, the source domain is labelled the image donor field, and the target domain is the image recipient field (Weinrich 1958:284) . However, as the degree to which metaphors are visualised remains subject to individual variation, metaphor theme is considered the most satisfactory term for use in the present study.
6. Metaphor themes are conventionally notated in small capitals. In the examples, the target domain is underlined, and the source is in bold face.
(i) Importanti centri studi hanno fotografato lTtalia economica come un paziente convalescente ma robusto. Important study centres have pictured economic Italy as a convalescent, but strong, patient.' (ii) La diagnosi die mi sento di condividere e che il sistema produttivo italiano e un sistema sano... "The diagnosis that I feel able to share with you is that the Italian productive system is a healthy one.' (iii) II buono stato di salute del cinema italiano ha trovato risposte non solo nei paesi da sempre interessati... The good health of Italian cinema has been noted not only in those countries which have always expressed an interest...' (1) E un processo delicato ma importante, tuttora infase di gestazione... Tt is a delicate but important process, still in gestation...'
(2) ...e mi auguro che le scelte chefaremo non siano soffocate da miopi atteggiamentipolitici di corto respiro. \.. and I hope that the choices we make will not be suffocated by short-sighted, short-lived politicising! (3) II mondo non e ilposto dove rischiamo di naufragare, ma la nostra ancora di salvezza contro i rischi di impaludamento che corriamo se restiamo nei nostri piccoli mercati locali. "The world not is the place where we risk getting shipwrecked, but our safety anchor against the risk we run of getting stuck in a marsh if we remain in our small local markets.'
Less deliberate, less noticeable, but perhaps more influential in the long run are metaphor themes. Conceits exert considerable influence within single texts, yet have little or no lasting influence over the discourse as a whole. Instances of metaphor themes, on the other hand, are relatively inconsequential in themselves but rise in importance with each subsequent reappearance in the discourse. The recurrence of particular themes over many texts produced or delivered by the same individual can reveal information concerning that individuals stance on the subject matter. Aspects of the broader socio-political climate in which the texts were produced may also surface, especially if the texts belong to a fixed timeframe. If the author or deliverer of the texts is a public figure, such as a politician, the relevance of stance and evaluation is magnified: thanks to the media's habit of reporting politicians' words verbatim, the phraseology used by one becomes the phraseology used by many, as the underlying implications of the politician's linguistic choices resonate beyond the original text into the language at large. Being conventional and unremarkable, these metaphors operate in silence, yet they help to shape the opinions of millions.
Metaphors and corpora
If metaphors have the potential to persuade as well as to evaluate, their presence merits attention. However, due to the fact that instances of metaphor themes are spread over many texts, their identification is problematic as well as timeconsuming and laborious. Even bringing the texts together as a corpus of specialised language falls short of successfully addressing the problem, because query software is designed for word searches, not meaning searches.
Metaphor scholars working with corpora ( The data and methods are set out below.
Corpus composition
The corpus described in this study is one of six corpora compiled for a study of metaphor use by women Ministers in Italy (Philip 2009 7. This is determined as follows: "If the lexical unit has a more basic current-contemporary meaning in other contexts than the given context, decide whether the contextual meaning contrasts with the basic meaning but can be understood in comparison with it." (Pragglejaz Group 2007:3). 
Locating metaphorical lexis
The methodology set out here was devised in order to identify metaphors in the corpus data without reading through and annotating the texts beforehand.
Although the manual analysis of a small (<150,000 words) corpus is feasible, it is time-consuming and prey to inconsistencies, omission and mis classifications due to human error. A need therefore arises for a semi-automatic procedure for identifying metaphors, which eliminates the need to analyse a core of the data beforehand, and leads directly into concordance analysis. The procedure described was carried out using WordSmith Tools version 4 (Scott 2004 ), but can be carried out with any concordance package which generates word frequency and key word lists.
The most important feature of metaphor, as noted in 2, is that it requires the presence of contextually incongruous lexis, and this central fact about metaphor informs the method used in this study. If metaphorical lexis is not central to the topic of the discourse, it will not occur near the top of a word-frequency list, nor will it feature amongst the statistically-generated key words, but will stand in contrast to it. With this knowledge as a starting point, a word frequency list was created for the Comlnt corpus, and a key word list was generated using the word frequencies of the entire political corpus data (430,000 words) as the control. The key words were thus identified with reference to the political discourse of the time-frame in which the data was collected, not to the language overall. This made it possible to identify the topic-related lexical areas of the specialised corpus, while eliminating lexis common to political language in general, such as 'Minister, country, government'; these appear high up on the frequency list, but are not key (see Appendix 1). The key words were lemmatised where appropriate, then grouped into semantic sets in order to establish the criterion of incongruity necessary for metaphor identification. The groups identified were: markets and sectors; business and industry; the economy; import and export, foreign counj^jj tries and internationalisation; legislation; and development (see Appendix 2).
Some metaphor themes are known to be typical of certain discourses. In business and economics, these include orientation metaphors (ups and downs), meta-*>5
phors of growth, relationships, and water, amongst others. In the key word list, >^ two such metaphors occurred, namely crescita [growth] axidflussi [flow] . Both also occurred as high-frequency lexis, suggesting that they are not metaphors but <^ rather metaphorically-motivated terminology. As metaphors are created by con-""V trasting basic (literal, terminological, salient) meanings with an incongruous domain, it is highly unlikely that a word form will be used both figuratively and liter«jc ally within the same text or discourse. No near-synonyms were found for crescita ^ zndflussi, confirming the hypothesis that these metaphors have terminological status. The absence of related forms makes it impossible to ascertain whether terminological status is limited to these lemmas or whether it also extends to the ^ semantic domain to which each belongs. Both crescita ziidflussi were excluded from consideration as possible metaphors themes in this corpus.
While high-frequency content words sum up the aboutness of the data, it was :1,P~ hypothesised that low-frequency content words (LFCWs) would provide a source of metaphorically-used lexis. There are two obvious problems with this observation. The first is that LFCWs make up a very large proportion of any corpus -in Comlnt, hapax legomena alone account for over 40% of all word forms (see Ta-'3r~ ble 2). The second problem is that not all low-frequency lexis is metaphorical. The analysis of the Comlnt data started by (manually) lemmatising the top of the word frequency list in order to eliminate low-frequency inflected forms which, when grouped together, constituted medium-to high-frequency lemmas. This 2 process concerned the top 500 types and their co-inflected forms, this slice of the data being the limit beyond which no key-words were located. The remaining lexis was sorted into very broadly-defined semantic groups, starting at the bottom of the list with the hapax legomena then proceeding upwards, with an initial cut-off point established at 3 occurrences (this is equal to approximately 75% of the running words in the corpus). This cut-off point allowed for the identification of semantic groups which were sufficiently distinct from those represented by the keywords so as to be classed as potential metaphorical source domains (a semantic group was defined as such if it contained five or more lemmas; fewer than five proved to be insufficient grounds for classification). Lemmas which could not be grouped with others, such as those listed in Table 3 , were considered as candidates for linguistic metaphors, but not metaphor themes. The higher the frequency of a metaphor candidate, the more consistency there was in its patterning in the corpus overall. The crystallisation of patternings around the node word was observed at >5, and at 7 occurrences was already marked in some cases. Strong collocational and phraseological preferences affect the polysemous potential of a word, limiting the likelihood that it will be used both literally and figuratively in the same discourse. As different meanings imply different patterns, the emergence of dominant patternings in a text or discourse makes it less likely that other patterns -and hence, other senses -will occur. This hypothesis is confirmed by the data in the corpus, where evidence is found of the crystallisation of collocational patternings, visible with upwards of ten concordance lines for the same word form, and occasionally with even fewer. Figure 2 shows the concordance lines for penetrazione (penetration), where it can be seen that there is a preferred collocate commerciale (commercial), and a less striking but nonetheless visible preference for penetrazione to concern markets and sectors {mercati, settori), abroad rather than at home (esteri, internazionali).
Metaphor candidates occurring in the middle-frequency bands (below the key word threshold, and, in this corpus, above ten occurrences), demonstrate greater cotextual stability than the lower-frequency candidates, and as a result begin to ^ a punto un piano strategico di penetrazione commerciale dal 2008 al 2010 , indivi ^ delle azioni di sostegno alia penetrazione commerciale del sistema Italia. Siamo "'Vj capacita di esportazione e di penetrazione commerciale dei nostri imprenditori e . no strumento strategico per la penetrazione commerciale delle nostre imprese. I m utti, per la maggior parte di penetrazione commerciale finanziati attravers0 la re operazioni piu complesse di penetrazione commerciale. Mi auguro che questi nuo ia attivita di promozione e di penetrazione commerciale. Per 1' anno 2007 il Min so di internazionalizzazione e penetrazione commerciale. II Ministero del Commerc jj** e sue possibilita di ulteriore penetrazione commerciale su mercati maturi ma anch ed iniziativa che raffbrzi la penetrazione delle imprese editoriali italiane nei lo di forte protagonismo nella penetrazione dei mercati esteri. Nella situazione la meccanica strumentale, una penetrazione nel settore dei servizi e in quelli a nazionali, di accompagnare la penetrazione sui mercati internazionali con adegua *r5
consolidate themselves as domain-specific vocabulary or indeed terminology i (Philip in press b), but this aspect is beyond the scope of the present study8.
While it is true that metaphorical activity is determined by phraseology, and that word counts fail to distinguish between different word senses, the method ^ described above is designed to aid the identification of metaphor candidates, not Ji as solid proof of metaphorical activity. The words identified as potentially metasrphorical were concordanced, and on the basis of the cotextual evidence, literal \ uses were discarded from the data set.
The analysis described in 3.2 yielded a large set of word forms that constitute a ^ broad category of war and violence, plus smaller groups representing hunting, risk, submission and suffering, health, birth, death, and emotion. These areas constitute ^ the source domains identified, but they do not become metaphor themes until the target domains have been ascertained. It is not enough to say that BUSINESS IS WAR, ^ or RISK, or A LIVING ORGANISM: these themes are too general and of limited value ^ in text analysis. The metaphorical targets are identified by concordancing each * of the word forms separately, which makes it possible to arrive at more detailed metaphor themes which specify, for instance, that ECONOMIC PRODUCTIVITY IS A , HEALTHY BODY (c.f. Figure la) or that INTERNATIONAL TRADE IS WAR.
1
War metaphors are the most frequent in this corpus, and they are the one theme that seems to be common to all political discourse (Philip 2009 ). Identifying the metaphor targets through corpus analysis makes it possible to penetrate the mass of apparently common metaphors and home in on domain-specific themes and their uses. By looking in detail at the use of the source domain lexis, it was established that the lexical set comprising battles, fights and skirmishes was specifically linked to foreign trade, with particular reference to the main emerging economies, China and India. However, the different aspects of this state of affairs are expressed by specific word choices, meaning that the source domain terms are not interchangeable: the battaglia [battle] is for Italy to maintain its competitive advantage in world markets; the luxury Made in Italy brand is engaged in a lotta [fight, struggle] against the influx of imitation and counterfeit goods. Consistent with the reference to foreign trade, this metaphor also includes invasion of foreign territories, and once again the source-domain words are not interchangeable: invadere [invade] andpenetrare [penetrate] are effectively synonymous, but while Italy's expansion into foreign markets (especially China and India) is expressed as penetrazione [penetration], the expansion of those same nations into Europe (and Italy in particular) is described as invasione [invasion] against which the reputation of Made in Italy products must be defended (Philip 2009:105) .
It is not the ubiquity of the war metaphor that makes it a key metaphor. Key metaphors are key not because they are the most frequently used within a text or discourse, but because they interact in significant ways with the key words. An apparently pervasive source domain may be found to disintegrate into several relatively infrequent metaphor themes, reducing its status. A less frequent source domain which is mapped onto just one target may, on the other hand, prove to play a more significant evaluative role in the discourse. The case of the war metaphors in this corpus is different again: as a source domain, war is by far the richest, comprising four times the number of word forms (112) assigned to the next-most frequent grouping, life and death (34) . The subdivision of this domain into specific metaphor themes yields INTERNATIONAL TRADE IS WAR, which can be subdivided into TRADE IS AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR, and TRADE IS MILITARY The metaphor themes identified all interact with the keywords in ways which can be considered significant. Some of the source domain lexis forms stable collocations with particular key words, such as strumenti di difesa [defensive tools] with commerciale, conquistare [to conquer] with mercati, and sfida [challenge] with globalizzazione [globalisation] , and in so doing contribute to the discourse DELL 'IMPORT II made in Italy argini di crescita passano per la la distribuzione. La necessita di produttive per poi lanciarsi alia ese italiane che hanno tentato di opa e stata una scommessa dawero liana. Sui mercati mondiali siamo namente dimostrano quanto sia piu isulta a volte indispensabile per 1 nostro territorio. Uniti si puo utori stranieri: divisi possiamo portunita di lavorare insieme per concorrenza e trovare formule per : divisi possiamo vincere qualche ngo. Diritti e liberta: di tante 0 di servizi alle imprese, nella conclusa una delle piu importanti sono stati visti come pericolo di el tessile, perche e vero che ci uote ma e altrettanto vero che ci conquista nuovi mercati, Russia e Cina, ma pr conquista dei mercati internazionali. Che cosa conquistare mercati stranieri puo offrire nuove conquista dei mercati esteri. Altri paesi hanno conquistare questa fascia alta di mercato vincente anche dal punto di vista degli scambi vincenti solo se riusciamo a trasformare la nos vincente una strategia positiva di adattamento vincere l'agguerrita concorrenza; sostegno che vincere perche siamo in grado di promuovere e v vincere qualche battaglia, ma alia lunga non s vincere la sfida dell'internazionalizzazione. vincerla e necessaria unazione sinergica che c battaglia, ma alia lunga non sapremo valorizza battaglie per l'affermazione dei diritti indivi battaglia per affermare lTtalia sui mercati battaglie per la supremazia mondiale sui mercat invasione dai cui difendersi". Cina e India ha invaso dopo la fine delle quote ma e altrett ha invaso con un azione predatoria puntando s 3 Figure 3 . The emergence of metaphor themes from concordances norms. However, although conventional and partially delexical, the metaphorical meaning still permeates the discourse:
Through multiple on-line events, certain linguistic forms evolve to become the preferred ways of expressing metaphorical ideas across discourse communities. The language and the conceptual content stabilise, together and co-adaptively into a particular restricted set of forms and ideas that become part of the resources of language and thinking available in the discourse community. (Cameron & Deignan 2006:680) The institutionalised co-selection of a war metaphor with a key-word makes it extremely difficult for the subject to be mentioned other than in terms of warfare, and this colours perceptions of international trade and commerce in general.
Not all source domain lexis forms such visible collocational relationships with the key words. In this case, the significance of the key metaphors is derived not from the fact that they are significant collocates of the keywords by upward collocation (Sinclair 1991:116) has invaded us since quotas ended but it is just as true that it has invaded us with predatory behaviour aiming at low quality and low prices.'
This kind of co-selection is important because it is hidden, and because it is pervasive. If most instances of the lemma invadere have China, India, Asia, or the Far East as collocates, then the meaning of invadere comes to be associated with those nations, as the "use and re-use of metaphors leads to the conventionalization of attitudinal judgements attached to them" (Cameron &Deignan 2006:676) .
The relationship between the target and the source evades identification because downward collocation, while providing semantic information about a word (Sinclair 1991:116), concerns low-frequency lexis which is rarely the focus of any linguistic enquiry, with or without the aid of corpora. The war metaphor is key, but covertly so.
Conclusions
The main difference between the keyness represented by statistically-generated keywords and that represented by the metaphors discussed above, is that the former is overt while the latter is hidden from view. Overt keyness applies to those words that are frequent enough and prominent enough to attract attention. It sums up the aboutness of the text or discourse, insofar as its topics and themes are concerned. Covert keyness, on the other hand, can be hidden from statisti-9. The appearance of India on the key word list is a more recent phenomenon; it was not present in the list generated during a preliminary study carried out on the data spanning June 2006 -January 2007.
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cal measures of significance because it describes repetition which operates above ^4 the level of the word. The abstract nature of covert keyness can make it difficult m^L to pinpoint, but once located it sheds light on the underlying attitudinal stance y expressed in the texts. Thus overt keyness tells us what is key, and covert keyness *-" tell us the reasons why.
^J, Keywords are neutral, but key metaphors are not. The war metaphors discussed in 4 are not limited to the Minister's speeches, but are found in the language ^ at large, feeding the perception that emerging markets pose a threat to Italy, that they must be fought, and that the national territory must be defended at all costs. ^ The textual use and function of metaphor themes interact with the aboutness of the text, and they do so in ways that are perceptible, yet barely visible. Downward collocation is difficult to spot without the use of concordancing software, but once identified, it can provide substantiation for those perceptions. In this data, the key word list indicates that China (and latterly, India9) is important, but does not Jfprovide the reasons for the prominence given to this nation over any of the others in the corpus. By examining the metaphorical activity in the data, however, and by examining the interaction of the covert and overt keyness, two aspects of Italo-Chinese relations come to the surface: (i) that Chinese exports and current ~~, Chinese economic policy are perceived as a threat to the Italian economy, and "5^ (ii) that China is mentioned frequently because of the threat it poses. Thus within this discourse, the key word Cina is seen to be bound up with the key metaphor ~*~ theme of war; and pragmatically, China is painted as an enemy and a threat.
The evaluative function of metaphor is well documented, but rarely refers to anything other than instances of linguistic metaphors in texts. It has been demonstrated here that metaphor themes also play an important evaluative role, both ^ in text and within specialised discourse as a whole. It has also been demonstrated, however, that the source domain lexical items are not interchangeable. In come"£ mon with all words, metaphors form units of meaning, and it is by examining the *-<-collocational profiles of each source domain lexical item that the metaphor's evaluative meaning is built up. Abstract metaphor themes make it possible to make generalisations about key lexis, but the details are found in collocation.
